the Asphalt Jungles that are subject to this Unknown event genetically

which has no other priority,who will obey tribal genetic commands and
for no reason, go on a journey, leaving family, friends, cities, counties,
states, and countries. No ’government Officàl can deny this.
The question that had te be answered by the higher~ups of every civilized natíon,%did this problem exist in other parts
of the world where people had been terminated from their ancient cultures?
They got their answer in the conclusion ef THE VERO AND MELBOURNE'
MAN in the year 1917. It exists only in Nerth and Seuth America or if any
of these Inúian descendants married andnon live in sone other country.
Now the civilized countermove against the Indian genetic unknown event.
(1) The next synchronizing of the Planets will trigger the Genetic behavior not only certain Indians, but Indian decent also. The
religious belief which has kept the Indian Descent in a fanatic state has been weaken, so; (2) One additional psychological
program was added which was done by
the Airospace industry, using THE SONG OF SAINT JOHN, THE DIVINE as the science of creation. (a)Create a new form
in_which the young would rebel agains
family and society. Today it is best known as ROCK and ROLL. (b)Cr‘eate mottos and concept like that of the Indian on back to
or save nature from which came the Aquárius Age of the 60's and 70's, which we believed was the true Aquarine Age. While we
were believing this, Congress passed laws on mind control ' that Nixon tried to warn the public about in his Court cases; U._S. 
v NIXON, NIXON v U.S. (c)The Passage of The American Indian Religious Freedom Act and_ . The Indian Welfare Act as a
proviso No court justice including Supreme Court Justices cannot interfere in anycourt process, C to give Constitutional Rights
of DUE PROCESS or EQUAL A PROTECTION OF THE LAW to anyone, while it keeps track of the
.Indian descent who aborpt their civilízed.ways.
_ I'm here to tell you that specially grown and distributed drugs to the Indian on reservations had not changed the course of
genetic behavior on Indian reservations which would have to be the same for the Indian descent in the high towers. Remember!
instead of Smallpox Blankets the Indian now gets Colombian grass and cocain as treaty stipulations through

